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Copper-Gold porphyry discovery in British Columbia

Important Copper-Gold Discovery
in a Proliﬁc District
Doubleview has made an important copper-gold
discovery in northwest British Columbia, a region
that ranks among the most richly-mineralized
regions in the world.
Years of surface work and 30 drill holes are beginning to outline a large alkalic porphyry deposit.
Similar systems host large copper-gold deposits in
that region, in some cases supporting multi-hundred million dollar valuations for the juniors that
hold those deposits.
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While more drilling is required by Doubleview to
delineate the discovery, the results to date are
extremely encouraging and are exactly in line
with the early results from other large systems in
that region.
Building on the results to date, the next round of
drilling will provide results to confirm the importance of this discovery and should add enormous
value to the company.
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British Columbia’s
Golden Triangle:
One of the Richest Depositories of Metal on
the Planet
The Golden Triangle region of Northwestern British Columbia is one of the most
richly mineralized areas in the world. The
gold endowment equals that of Nevada’s
Carlin Trend, generally recognized as the
largest accumulation of gold in the Western Hemisphere.

Geology of Northwest BC
British Columbia sits on the Pacific Ring of Fire, a geological feature that is associated with many of the largest and richest mineral deposits in the world, including:
- Grasberg in Indonesia (largest gold mine and third largest
copper mine in the world);
- Nevada’s gold deposits;
- Chile’s massive copper deposits;
- The incredible silver riches of Mexico.

The Golden Triangle’s tally of gold ounces
represents only half of the contained
metal value, as the region also hosts an
equivalent value in silver, copper, lead,
zinc and other metals.
The Golden Triangle is at a much earlier
stage of exploration than the Carlin trend.
Over time, the delineated metal endowment will continue to rise as exploration
turns up new discoveries.
The Northwest BC deposits are dominated by large porphyry copper-gold deposits, but the region also hosts a variety of
other deposit types. For example, Eskay
Creek, a volcanogenic massive sulphide
(VMS) deposit, produced 3 million ounces
of gold and 160 million ounces of silver
from ore with a spectacular grade of 49
g/t gold and 2,406 g/t silver. That deposit
was so rich that Barrick transported the
untreated ore to a smelter in the United
States.
Pretium is set to begin production later
this year from its Valley of the Kings epithermal vein deposit. Several drill intercepts
at VOK exceeded 10,000 grams per tonne,
which is 1% gold, an astonishing concentration, when the average grade of a gold
deposit globally is less than 1 g/t. One
interval returned more than 40,000 g/t.
The Golden triangle is the central part of a
much more extensive mineralized district
that also encompasses several large
deposits south of Stewart and extends
beyond the northern border of British
Columbia.
The sidebar article provides a high-level
description of the geology of the region
in order to understand how that area
became so richly endowed with metals.

The rich mineral deposits of British Columbia are also related to the Ring of Fire.
Without getting too technical, it’s worth a moment to understand the geological
processes associated with the Ring of Fire and how those processes create mineral
deposits.
The Ring of Fire is a result of plate tectonics: The earth’s crust is composed of several
large sections, or plates, and a number of smaller plates. Continental crust is typically
about 200 km thick, while the oceanic crust ranges from a few kilometers to about
100 km.
Between the crust and the earth’s core is the mantle. The upper layer, known as the
asthenosphere, is a visco-elastic solid (that is, it is somewhat fluid or plastic). Movement of the asthenosphere (largely by convection) carries the overlying plates.
Upwelling of the asthenosphere at a hot spot creates a spreading center, carrying the
plates away from the hot spot. Motion is typically in the order of 2 centimeters a year.
Over geological time, that rate of motion created the oceans.
Mantle material moves up into the rift created by the diverging crust. Hawaii is an
example of diverging crust over a hot spot. The Hawaii volcanoes are mantle-derived
material that has risen to the surface. A similar feature exists down much of the
Atlantic Ocean, with the volcanoes of Iceland as a visible feature of what is happening beneath the sea.
With diverging crust in both the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, North America is being
squeezed from both sides. The result is a convergent crust on the west coast (and
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Some Examples of
Northern B.C. Minerals
Deposits
The Golden Triangle
The ﬁrst major hard-rock mine in the area
was the Premier Mine, just north of Stewart. It began operations in 1918 and
produced 2 million ounces of gold and 43
million oz of silver. There were several
other smaller, but very high grade gold
and silver mines in the Stewart area that
were exploited over the next few
decades.
Numerous discoveries of both precious
and base metals were made further
north, but not exploited due to the
diﬃculties in accessing the area at that
time. The Snip mine was discovered in
1964 by Cominco, but was not developed
until it was explored by a junior in the
1980s. From 1991 to 1999, it produced a
million ounces of gold at a grade of 27.5
g/t.
The Eskay Creek deposit was discovered
by a junior in 1998 after 108 unsuccessful
exploration drill holes. It was worth the
perseverance: Eskay produced 3 million
ounces of gold and 160 million ounces of
silver from ore grading 49 g/t gold and
2,406 g/t silver.
The Red Chris mine of Imperial Metals
(III-TSX) began operation in 2015 and is
now operating at 25,000 tonnes per day,
to produce 84 million pounds of copper
and 50,000 ounces of gold annually.

extending throughout the Americas). Converging crusts create a complex geological
system, creating the Ring of Fire and ultimately resulting in mineral deposits.
Where crusts converge, the oceanic crust, being thinner and denser than the continental crust, gets pushed under the margin of the continent in a process known as
subduction.
As the oceanic plate is pushed under the continent, it buckles the edge of the crust.
The Rocky Mountains of Canada and the US resulted from layers of sediment that
formed off the ancient continent being compressed and uplifted. The crustal margin
becomes fractured along faults that can extend for hundreds of kilometers. The San
Andreas fault of California is one example.
The bulk of the oceanic crust is mantle-derived minerals, but it also carries thick
layers (ten kilometers or more) of oceanic sediments that built up over millions of
years. As the oceanic crust is subducted deep into the earth, it is heated. The
sedimentary component of the crust is rich in water. That water, combined with other
components of sedimentary material, produces minerals which are molten at the
high temperatures near the leading edge of the subducted crust. The resulting
magma is less dense than the surrounding crust. The buckling and breaking of the
continental margin provides fractures through which the magma moves upwards.
Volcanoes occur where the magma reaches the surface.

The Red Chris deposit has grown
substantially in recent years. A 2004
feasibility study outlined a measured and
indicated resource of 446 million tonnes
at 0.36% copper and 0.29 g/t gold. An
inferred resource of 269 million tonnes
graded 0.3% copper and 0.27 g/t gold.
A bidding war for the owner, bcGold, was
won by Imperial Metals in 2007. Before
beginning development, the new owner
conducted some deep drilling, putting
down six holes in the ﬁrst year, with
West Bay Research Report, Lawrence Roulston: Important Copper-Gold Discovery
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spectacular results. Hole 07-335 graded
1.01% copper, 1.26 g/t gold and 3.9 g/t
silver over its entire length of 1,024
meters. Further drilling over the next few
years greatly expanded the resource,
almost entirely within the previous
footprint. The company developed the
project based on the original feasibility
study, but they are now looking to greatly
expand the open pit and to conduct
underground mining using a low-cost
method known as block caving.

In some places, the volcanoes occur under the margin of the continent. Mount St.
Helens, in Washington State, which erupted in 1980, is one example of the numerous
volcanoes that dominate the coastal landscape from northern California, through BC
and into Alaska.
In other places, the volcanoes reach surface off shore. Japan is an example of a string
of volcanoes derived from the subduction of the Pacific Plate under Asia. The resulting “island arc” creates a “back-arc basin”. The volcanoes on both sides of the back
basin shed sediments into the basin. Over time, the island arc and the back basin are
pushed up against the continent, and “accreted”, to form part of the continent. Most
of BC is collection of those accreted pieces, each known as a “terrane”.

Imperial Metals has a market value of
C$636 million, primarily attributable to
the Red Chris project.
Red Chris
Open Pit

Tonnes Copper
millions
%

Gold
g/t

Measured
& Indicated

848

0.31

0.27

Inferred

397

0.24

0.26

Red Chris Tonnes Copper
Block Cave millions
%

Gold
g/t

Measured
& Indicated

186

0.53

0.70

Inferred

390

0.33

0.38

Pretium Resources (PVG-T) is now months
away from the start of production at
Brucejack, in the heart of the Golden
Triangle. The mine will produce 504,000
ounces per annum for the ﬁrst 8 years,
and average 404,000 opa over the
18-year mine life (as supported by the
currently outlined reserve).
Exploration at Brucejack began in 1935,
when outcropping copper was discovered. Four companies, including Esso
Minerals (a unit of Exxon), explored the
property from the 1960s. In the late
1990s, junior company Newhawk had
obtained permits and began development of an underground mine. The low
gold price in 1999 halted the project.
Newhawk was subsequently purchased
by Silver Standard, who were interested
in Newhawks’s South American project.
The new owner did some drilling at
Brucejack, but did not see it as a priority
project. In spite of discovering some very

Mineral deposits are often formed in conjunction with the magmatic activity related
to convergent plate boundaries. Where the magma comes to surface, it creates volcanoes. However, much of the magma stabilizes below the surface in masses that are
kilometers across. The resulting intrusive rock masses are called stocks, or plutons if
they are larger (several kilometers).
That magma is very hot, starting with temperatures above 1500°C. Derived from the
sediments on the oceanic crust as well as part of the mantle-derived crust, the
magma contains metals. In some cases, the blob of magma rises as a distinct mass.
Other times, a plume rises while maintaining a connection to a larger body of
magma at depth. When that happens, the system is refreshed with new minerals and
remains hot for a long time.
As the magma cools, some minerals form crystals. Gold silver and the base metals do
not bond into the rock-forming minerals and so are concentrated into the residual
fluid. The water in that fluid, at a temperature of several hundred degree and under
intense pressure, mixed with chlorine, fluorine and other elements is extremely
corrosive. The metals and even silicon dioxide (quartz) are dissolved and carried by
that fluid.
The metal-bearing water migrates toward the top of the magma chamber. The
magma cools from the top, forming rinds of crystalline rock. The minerals expand as
they “freeze” (like water), fracturing the rind. The water is driven off from the magma
chamber at high pressure into the rind, further fracturing the newly crystallized rocks.
As the fluid passes through the micro fractures in the crystallized rocks, some of the
metals are precipitated, creating porphyry deposits.
The fluids continue to travel outward along faults, creating epithermal (“low
temperature”) deposits distal to the porphyry.
The most dominant metals in a porphyry system are iron and copper. Gold and/or
molybdenum as well as small amounts of other metals often accompany the copper.
The deposits are formed several kilometers below the surface. Over millions of years,
the overlying rock is eroded so that some porphyry systems eventually come to the
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high gold grades, Silver Standard elected
to sell Brucejack. Renowned geologist
Robert Quartermain, who had built Silver
Standard, formed Pretium to acquire
Brucejack and Snowﬁeld.

surface.
There are thousands of
porphyry systems, some
of which contain meaningful amounts of copper
and other metals. However, only a limited number
of those deposits have
the right combination of
grade and tonnage to be
economically viable. A
high concentration of
metals in a porphyry
requires a number of
factors to come together,
including the nature of
the source magma and
the length of time that
the system remains
active.

Further drilling under Quartermain
outlined a new discovery, the Valley of
the Kings (VOK), one of the highest grade
large-scale gold deposits in the world.
(Proven and probable reserves stand at
15.6 million tonnes grading 16 g/t gold,
for 8.1 million ounces.) Drilling to the east
suggests there is still lots of exploration
potential, with several holes intercepting
more than 10 g/t, with hole SU666 hitting
2.05 meters at 2,100 g/t.
Brucejack underpins a C$2.2 billion valuation for Pretium.

The Schaft Creek deposit of Teck and
Copper Fox is a large porphyry system
Geologists don’t yet have
located southwest of Hat. Quoting from
a definitive answer for
the Copper Fox website: “The 2013
why the northwest BC
Technical Report (Feasibility Study on the
systems have created such rich mineral deposits. Clearly, the magmas brought a
Schaft Creek Project BC., Canada) considgreat deal of metal into the region. Another important factor is that the systems
ered the feasibility of a 130,000 tonne per
remained active for a very long time. Whereas a typical porphyry system may remain
day ﬂotation/open pit mine with a Proven
active for 200,000 to 2 million years, geologists believe that the mineralizing systems
and Probable Reserve of 940.8 million
in BC continued to pump metals through the system for 10 million years or longer.
tonnes grading 0.27% copper, 0.19 g/t
Whatever the specifics of how those systems formed, there is no doubt that northgold, 0.018% molybdenum and 1.72 g/t
west BC hosts a large number of truly exceptional metal deposits.
silver; containing 5,611.7 million pounds
of copper, 5.8 million ounces of gold,
363.5 million pounds of molybdenum
and 51.7 million ounces
of silver. The Feasibility
Hat Project
Study suggested annual
Hat Project
production of 105,000
BRITISH
tonnes
of
copper,
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201,000 ounces gold, 1.2 million ounces little or no value on the gold content.
silver and 10.2 million pounds of molyb- After the project sat idle for years, Novadenum.”
Gold (NG-TSX) bought Galore Creek for
The claims were ﬁrst staked in 1957 by a $20 million. Further drilling determined
consortium of Silver Standard Mines Ltd., that the several deposits were surface
McIntyre Porcupine Mines Limited, Kerr expressions of one large system. With
Addison Mines Ltd. and Dalhousie Oil Ltd. further drilling, they outlined a deposit
Over the next couple of decades, the with 12 million ounces of gold, 184
property was explored by Asarco, Phelps million ounces of silver and 12 billion
Dodge, and Hecla, who sold it to Teck in pounds of copper (the total of measured,
indicated and inferred resources). Mining
1978.
Explorers throughout the region in the major Teck spent C$520 million on the
1950s through the mid-1970s were project to earn a half interest, which they
focused primarily on base metals. The now describe as “one of the world’s
gold price had been ﬁxed at $35 per largest undeveloped copper and gold
ounce by the Bretton Woods Agreement. deposits.”
It was not until 1976, when the gold price
was ﬁnally decoupled from being ﬁxed to
the dollar, that it shot up to $120. Under
the ﬁxed $35 price, gold had little value in
those deposits. At Schaft Creek, as with
many other deposits, gold was not even
assayed for in the samples.
Teck explored Schaft Creek until 2002,
when they optioned the project to
Copper Fox. The junior assayed the old
samples for gold and for the ﬁrst time
quantiﬁed the gold content in the deposit. They carried out further drilling, which
greatly expanded the resource. They then
completed a feasibility study, which
prompted Teck to back in to a 75%
interest.

…
“The Deep Kerr deposit contains an
inferred resource of 1.61 billion tonnes
grading 0.31 g/T gold, 0.43% copper and
1.8 g/T silver (16.0 million ounces of gold,
15.2 billion pounds of copper and 93
million ounces of silver). In the three years
since its discovery, Deep Kerr has taken its
place among the world’s largest undeveloped gold-copper deposits.”

Seabridge also found another high grade
near surface zone last summer, hitting
60.7 meters grading 1.2 g/t gold and
A similar story evolved at the KSM 0.95% copper.
project, west of Red Chris and due south
of Hat. Exploration in the 1960s identiﬁed The increase in the size and the average
several large mineralized areas. Work by grade of the overall deposit from incluEsso Minerals, Newmont, Phelps Dodge, sion of the deeper zones was enough to
Placer Dome and several other compa- boost the deposit into the economic
nies outlined what appeared to be small, realm, as suggested by their Preliminary
low grade porphyry deposits (Kerr, Feasibility Study (PFS), as amended in
Sulphurets, Mitchell, Iron Cap). The area November 2014.
was consolidated under the present The size and grade of the KSM deposit are
owner – Seabridge – who conducted suﬃcient to support the logistical
further shallow drilling and the ﬁrst deep challenges faced by the project. Located
high in the mountains and surrounded by
drilling.
In 2013, Seabridge identiﬁed the Deep glaciers, the engineers have designed the
Kerr zone and the following year outlined processing plant closer to the highway, at
Iron Cap Lower Zone. Quoting Seabridge: the Treaty site. The PFS notes: “A 23-km
“These discoveries have led to a sizable Mitchell-Treaty twin tunnel (MTT) system
resource expansion of higher grade has been designed to connect the Mitchmaterial conﬁgured for low cost block ell and Treaty sites.”

Access to that project will utilize the
Galore Creek access road for the ﬁrst 65
km from Highway 37, then travel north cave underground mining.” The resource
through the Mess Creek valley for 40 km for the four zones now totals as shown in
the table below.
to the mine site.
Quoting from a November 15, 2016 news
release issued by Seabridge:
The Galore Creek property was
explored by two major companies in the “The ﬁve holes completed in 2016 are
1960s and 1970s. They identiﬁed several expected to expand the known resource
modest-sized deposits which were seen about 500 meters along strike to the
to have little value in that remote south at grades consistent with the
location. Again, at that time, they put deposit’s inferred resource. The shape

KSM (combined open pit
cand block caving)

and orientation of the extension are
expected to expand the block cave
designs in the proposed mine plan.

Tonnes
millione

Copper
%

Gold
g/t

Road access to the mine-site will be via
the 59 km road from Highway 37 to the
past-producing Eskay mine. A new 35 km
section is required to connect the KSM
site to the Eskay road. A new 30 km road
from Highway 37 will provide access to
the mill-site at Treaty Creek.

Contained
copper (B #)

Contained gold
(m oz)

Measured & Indicated

2,902

0.21

0.54

13.4

50.4

Inferred

2,719

0.32

0.35

19.2

30.6
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Maturing of the Golden Triangle
The presence of rich mineral deposits in
northwest BC has been known for a
century, with intensive exploration from
the 1950s. Before 2015, the only signiﬁcant mine in the region was Golden Bear,
which produced 484,000 ounces of gold
from 1991 to 2001. Red Chris, which
began production in 2015, represents the
start of a new era for the region.

exploration programs, the results of
which have contributed to the understanding of the whole region. In particular, it is now recognized that the mineralizing systems in the region are especially
rich, generating deposits that are much
larger than they might at ﬁrst appear.

the region helps to power the line and
keep the cost down.
- The all-season deep water port at
nearby Stewart has been upgraded and
expanded to handle concentrate from
the recently developed and developing
mines.

- Infrastructure has greatly improved.
Highway 37 was not completed until the
Several factors contributed to the awak- 1970s and for the next couple of decades,
in parts was a single lane gravel road.
ening of the district:
- Over the past few years, the geological
understanding of the region has greatly
improved as several projects advanced
toward development. Each of those
projects has been submitted to intense

For decades, northwest BC was seen as
remote and a diﬃcult place to develop
mines. With Red Chris now in production
and Pretium’s Brucejack within months of
- The power line to the region was a producing gold, investors are beginning
game-changer in terms of project to update their thinking with regard to
economics, bringing in electricity that is the region.
near the lowest cost in the world. The
development of hydroelectric projects in

Sheslay District Pushes the Triangle North
time period spanning 200 million years:
The Late Paleozoic Stikine, the Middle to
Late Triassic Stuhini or Takla, and the Early
to Middle Jurassic Hazelton groups.

Creek or Pretium’s Brucejack. All had been
explored for years, but the signiﬁcance of
the early results was not immediately
recognized.

At Sheslay, volcaniclastic rocks of the
Stuhini Formation were intruded by
Jurassic-age plutons. Similar sub-volcanic
intrusive complexes within Stikinia host
the other well-known metal deposits that
Sheslay features the same geology that give the Golden Triangle its name.
hosts other precious and base metal-rich The intensive geological work over the
systems in the region, including Galore past decade in the Golden Triangle is
Creek, Red Chris, and Kerr-Sul- greatly expanding the understanding of
phurets-Mitchell (KSM). (See “Some regional geology, and that growing
Examples of Northwest BC Mineral knowledge is being applied to the
Deposits”).
Sheslay district.

In addition to Doubleview, a couple of
other companies are making progress in
the district. Prosper Gold (PGX-TSXV)
optioned the property west of Hat in
2013. Prosper features the management
team that built Richﬁeld Ventures and
sold it for C$550 million in 2011.Building
on decades of previous work, they have
conﬁrmed a porphyry system at the Star
target and have identiﬁed other targets.

The limits of the Golden Triangle are
expanding as exploration continues in
the region. Just to the north is the Sheslay
district "one of the most promising grassroots mineral exploration areas in
Canada" according to the highly respected Association for Mineral Exploration
British Columbia (AMEBC) in an information piece released in September 2015).

The Sheslay District and the rest of the
Golden Triangle lies within “Stikinia”, a
terrane of volcanic arcs that were accreted onto the Paleozoic basement of the
North American continent in the Middle
Jurassic (175 million years ago). (See
Sidebar “Geology of Northwest BC”).

Exploration in the Sheslay district, spanning several decades, has identiﬁed
numerous porphyry and related epithermal systems over a 15 km long trend. It
was only in the past few years that the
signiﬁcance of those scattered occurrences has begun to be appreciated. The
Stikinia comprises 3 overlapping Island situation is somewhat analogous to the
arc assemblages that were created over a KSM story of Seabridge, or Teck’s Galore
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Garibaldi Resources Inc (GGI-TSXV) holds
an extensive property position to the
west and south of the properties held by
Prosper and Doubleview. Garibaldi has
found evidence for porphyry-style mineralization on its property, further extending the mineralized trend and adding
further evidence that Sheslay hosts an
extensive and highly mineralized geological system, one capable of generating
large and high grade deposits.
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Doubleview’s Hat Project
Doubleview’s Hat Property is located in northwest BC, at the northern end of the
richly-mineralized district referred to as the Golden Triangle. It is 50 km north of the
town of Telegraph Creek. That town was established at the head of navigation on the
Stikine River, which ﬂows west to the Paciﬁc. (See the Sidebar on Regional History).
The town has road access to Highway 37, at Dease Lake, 100 km east. At present, Hat
access is via helicopter or small ﬁxed wing planes that use an airstrip 12 km northwest
of Hat.
At a ﬁrst glance, the Hat project seems remote, but is actually much better located
than many exploration projects. The road from Telegraph Creek to the past-producing Golden Bear Mine passes within 8 km of the Hat property. Golden Bear produced
484,000 ounces of gold through 2001.
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Northwestern BC has a fascinating but
little known history. The area was one of
the first parts of the Americas to be
populated by humans, who migrated
from Asia about 25,000 years ago.
During the last Ice Age, when the sea
level was lower, the area between Alaska
and Siberia was above water. As the ice
began to retreat, with the ocean level
still low, a corridor was opened along the
coast, permitting the movement of
people. In short order they populated the
whole of the Americas.
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The Golden Bear road will need some rehabilitation and completion of the link to Hat.
However, the closeness to that road provides a huge advantage for the Hat project
relative to most of the other projects in the region. For example, Pretium’s Brucejack
project required development of a 74 km access road. Galore needs to see completion of 80 km of road plus it needs a 14 km long tunnel. The KSM project will need an
additional 65 km of road construction and twin tunnels 23 km in length.
Relative to other projects in the region, Hat oﬀers substantial beneﬁts with regard to
access.

Hat History
The area on and around the Hat claims has been examined for nearly 40 years, by
individual prospectors as well as several exploration companies. Numerous outcropping gold and copper occurrences were encountered. Various geophysical and
geochemical programs were also conducted. Some of the occurrences and targets
west of Hat were tested with small drill programs.
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The people who originally lived in this
region are now called Tahltan. They
developed a rich culture, living off the
land and trading with other groups, both
toward the coast and further inland.
People from the old world first arrived in
the 1860s, lured by gold and technology.
The story of the gold seekers moving
north from California and eventually
discovering gold in the Yukon and Alaska
is well known. Gold was discovered in
the Stikine River in 1861 with other
discoveries following at Cassiar and Atlin
and eventually at the Klondike in the
Yukon.
The technology aspect of British Columbia’s history is less well known. By the
1860s, most of North America was tied
together by an extensive telegraph
system. But, that system ended at the
shores. Getting a message to Europe
took six days on the fastest boat… And
then another six days to get a reply.
After several unsuccessful attempts to
lay cables across the Atlantic, in 1864
Western Union, with strong U.S. government support, began an ambitious
program to extend the telegraph system
Page : 8 / 20

While there was a lot of encouraging data, it was diﬃcult to tie it together based on
the state of geological understanding of the region at that time. As a result, the claims
in the Hat area were dropped by successive explorers. In 1994, the property was
staked by two individuals – Thomas E. Lisle, P. Eng. and Erik Ostensoe, P. Geo. who
recognized the potential for a large porphyry system.

to Alaska. From there, it would cross the
narrow Bering Sea and continue to
Moscow, which was tied into Europe.
A massive project was undertaken to
survey a route through the mountain
ranges of British Columbia. Teams of
workers, spreading out from various
places, cut a trail through the forest,
erected poles and strung the cable.

Those gentlemen have extensive training and experience in mineral exploration. Mr.
Lisle worked in the Sheslay area of northwestern British Columbia in the 1970s and
discovered the Dick Creek copper prospect, located just west of Hat, and currently
being explored by Firesteel and Prosper Gold. Mr. Ostensoe also has many years of
experience in mineral exploration in British Columbia and elsewhere, including early
stage work at the Valley of Kings (Brucejack) and KSM areas and the Schaft Creek
copper-gold-molybdenum deposit of Copper Fox.

Telegraph Creek derived its name from
its service to the telegraph project:
riverboats travelled as far as they could
up the Stikine River, arriving at what
became known as Telegraph Creek to
unload supplies. Spools of cable, insulators, food and other provisions were then
carried by pack courses overland to
support the expanding telegraph line.

They assembled and re-interpreted the historic data at Hat as a basis for further
ﬁeldwork over the next several years, including geological mapping and geophysical
and geochemical surveys.
The results of the work by Lisle and Ostensoe attracted Doubleview in 2011. That
company has a management and technical team which has considerable expertise in
porphyry copper-gold deposits. They recognized the potential in the results
compiled and generated by Lisle and Ostensoe.
Quoting from the 2012 technical report on the Hat property:
“The property is located in a geological setting similar to that which hosts many
important porphyry-type copper-gold and copper-molybdenum deposits in British
Columbia. Copper mineralization, in the form of chalcopyrite, minor bornite and
molybdenite, occurs in and peripheral to granitic plutons that are intrusive into volcaniclastic formations of mid- to late-Mesozoic age. Several distinct mineral zones have
been outlined on the Hat mineral tenures: the “Hoey” area mineralization occurs
erratically in a strongly sheared and faulted maﬁc formation and has returned high
copper and gold values (8.1 g/tonne gold); a central area is geochemically anomalous
in copper, gold and silver, and is the location of several pieces of high grade “ﬂoat”
that is strongly mineralized with chalcopyrite and pyrite; the so-called “Gossan Creek
Zone” comprises a brightly coloured oxidized zone developed in hornfelsed volcaniclastic rocks that may represent the uppermost part of a vertically zoned epithermal
system.”
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When Doubleview optioned the property, there were strong indications of a
major mineralized system. However,
further work was required to identify the
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Doubleview has now earned a 100%
interest in the project. Ostensoe and Lisle
retain a 2% royalty, 1% of which can be
purchased for $1.5 million..
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The non-technical summary is that there
was abundant evidence of a major
porphyry copper-gold system, similar to
those which host other important deposits in the region. Doubleview optioned
the property. Lisle and Ostensoe stayed
with the project, joining Doubleview as
advisor and consultant, respectively. The
deal was structured so that the geos are
primarily rewarded on success of the
project.

The telegraph project was abandoned in
1867 when a trans-Atlantic cable was
successfully completed. The line was
re-initiated after the Yukon gold discovery and was finally completed in 1901.
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Doubleview Programs at Hat
This is an area with limited exposure of
bedrock at surface. The Doubleview
geological team faced the challenge of
where, within a several square kilometer
target area, to place the ﬁrst drill holes
guided only by surface samples and
geophysics.

more information in order to locate the company to raise money and begin a
heart of the system.
second round of drilling. From mid-OctoLate that summer, the company carried ber to the end of November, Doubleview
out further work to reﬁne the targets for drilled another ﬁve holes into an area
the next round of drilling. A 15 line-kilo- dubbed Anomaly B.

meter induced polarization geophysical
survey was undertaken to expand and
Doubleview conducted a program of soil verify the earlier geophysical work, parts
geochemical sampling in 2011, using an of which were compiled more than 40
advanced technique known as Mobile years previously.
Metal Ion (MMI) sampling and analysis. The complete geophysical, geochemical
That program provided a clearer picture and geological database then was
within an area that was previously tested reviewed by Doubleview’s management
with conventional soil geochem which and consultants. They identiﬁed or
had outlined a 1 km diameter area with conﬁrmed several areas that have characstrongly anomalous copper in soils. A teristics associated with copper-gold
leading geophysical expert re-interpret- porphyry-type mineral deposits and
ed the earlier geophysical results and which are considered worthy of drilling.
from that basis, directed further surveys.
The geological team have speculated
That work highlighted an area where that the various target areas may be the
geochemical results were coincident with near surface expressions of a single large
geophysical anomalies (induced polariza- deep-rooted porphyry system. That view
tion and chargeability).
ties in with other porphyry deposits in
In May 2013, Doubleview commenced northwest BC.
the ﬁrst ever drill program on the Hat The results of those 6 holes, backed by
property, using diamond coring. The ﬁrst the geophysical and other information,
5 holes intersected rocks characteristic of were very encouraging for the ﬁrst holes
a porphyry system with
into a new system and enabled the
short intercepts of copper
mineralization. (The best
intercept was 15 meters at
0.39% copper and 0.29 g/t
gold.

The next batch of holes provided solid
conﬁrmation that the Hat property hosts
a large mineralized system. Hole 8 cut 287
meters (942 feet) with an overall average
of 0.18% copper and 0.21 g/t gold, or
0.30% copper equivalent(CuEq). Drill hole
H-11, starting from surface, returned 313
meters (1027 ft) with 0.32% CuEq, including 61 meters with 0.52% CuEq and 52
meters with 0.62% CuEq.
Both of those holes ended in copper
mineralization, implying that the system
remains open at depth.
On the basis of the geological characteristics, the mineralization encountered in
those 11 drill holes and the large size
potential, it was clear that the Hat property hosts a large copper-gold alkalic
porphyry-type deposit. The next round of
drilling was designed to understand the
geometry of the system and provide the
basis for the drilling needed to determine
the size and the average grade.

Hat 6 was drilled into a
separate
geophysical
target located 800 meters
south of Hat 1 – Hat 5. That
hole hit three mineralized
intervals, including 110
meters at 0.21% copper
and 0.15 g/t gold. The
geologists’ interpretation is
that Hat 6 hit the edge of
an alkalic copper-gold
porphyry
environment.
That is the same setting
that hosts the major
gold-copper deposits in
the region. The company
was clearly onto something big, but needed
West Bay Research Report, Lawrence Roulston: Important Copper-Gold Discovery
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Drilling got underway in early April of
2014. They ﬁrst deepened hole 11, which
was suspended the previous December
when the drilling season ended. In total,
that hole intersected 451 meters (1480 ft),
beginning at 12 meters, with 0.33% CuEq
(0.22% copper, 0.17 g/t gold, 0.59 g/t
silver). Hat 12 intersected 243m with
0.33% CuEq. The next three holes hit
narrower sections of mineralization.

6455000 N

The 2013-14 drilling outlined mineralization over a distance of 958 meters and is
“open” to extension in all directions.
Having conﬁrmed an important new
discovery with the potential to become a
signiﬁcant mineral deposit, Doubleview
management renamed the Anomaly B
area the Lisle Zone, in honor of Tom Lisle
whose years of work and geological
insights led to that discovery. Mr. Lisle is
also responsible for the early recognition
of the potential of the Sheslay District and
for the discovery of what is now called the
Star Zone on the adjacent property to the

west.

meters of 0.25% Cu and 0.255 g/t Au
Another 7 holes were drilled over the (0.4% CuEq), including a 118 meter
summer. Results were encouraging interval grading 0.55% Cu and 0.41 g/t Au
enough to attract a high-level advisor (0.80% CuEq).
with a wealth of experience in exploring Those holes clearly conﬁrmed the potenand developing copper-gold porphyrys tial for both higher grades and longer
that are geologically similar to lengths within the system.
Doubleview’s Hat Property. As Vice-Presi- The newly strengthened technical team
dent Exploration of Imperial Metals, developed a compelling geological story
Patrick McAndless played an important which convinced investors to fund anothrole in the geological understanding and er round of drilling. The company winterdevelopment of the Red Chris deposit ized the camp and began drilling in
and was involved in other porphyry December. The program was shut down
projects.
for the holiday season with hole 23 at 650
Holes 16 to 22 all encountered signiﬁcant
intercepts: Hole 17 encountered 239
meters of 0.40% CuEq; hole 18 hit 143
meters of 0.39%; hole 19 had 151 meters
at 0.34%.
The highlight was the ﬁnal hole of that
program, HAT-022, which was collared
230 meters east of Hat-012 and 87 meters
east of Hat-011. That hole returned 404

meters, and still in visible mineralization.
Core from the ﬁrst 400 meters was logged
and sent out for assays before the
program was shut down.
Hole 23 included a 278 meter interval
from 68 to 346 meters returned 0.32%
copper, 0.28 g/t gold and 0.65 g/t silver
(0.53% CuEq). That 400 meter section also
features sections with elevated values of
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molybdenum, zinc and cobalt.
With Hole 23, the Lisle Zone of the Hat
system has been outlined over an area
half a kilometer wide and 1 kilometer
long. That hole also conﬁrmed that
strong mineralization is present about
220 meters below the zone encountered
in drill hole H-22, the nearest drill hole.
Clearly, the results of the drilling conﬁrm
the presence of a very large and robust
porphyry system with hole 23 demonstrating the potential for discovery of a
high-grade gold-copper zones.
Drilling for the 2015 season got underway in early July. Hole H-24 was collared
nearly 1,000 meters northwest of H-23,
approximately midway between the Lisle
discovery zone and the Anomaly “A” area
that was the site in 2013 of the ﬁrst-ever
holes drilled at the property. The target
was a strong multi-parameter anomaly
(magnetic, chargeability, potassium,
copper and gold geochemical).
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E

E
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In May 2016, Doubleview secured a court
injunction, that conﬁrmed access to the
property. In August, they received a new
and enhanced exploration permit from
the provincial government, after review
of the permit application by the Tahltan
The exploration activity in the Sheslay is and also the Taku River-Tlingit First
within the completed Atlin-Taku Land Nations.
Use Plan area. The Sheslay area was In view of the delay and uncertainty, the
subject to a detailed land management share price suﬀered and it took a while to
planning process for a number of years, secure ﬁnancing for the next round of
reaching approval in 2011. The complet- drilling, which started in November 2016.
ed land use plan identiﬁed much of the
Sheslay area as being open to mineral The company used the hiatus in drilling
to reinterpret the geological, geochemiexploration and development.
cal, geophysical and analytical data from
Since acquiring the Hat property, an updated database that incorporates
Doubleview has worked closely with all historic data from the 1960’s up to the
these First Nations in matters such as recent property information. The techniopportunities in employment, contract- cal team, led by chief geoscientist Dr.
ing, and provision of supplies and Abdul Razique, believes that Anomalies
logistics. Importantly, a two-year archae- “A”, “B” (Lisle Zone) and “E” collectively
ological assessment commissioned by comprise a single alkalic gold-rich copper
Doubleview showed no strategic archeo- porphyry system within a much larger
logical sites within Doubleview’s permit- Hat Complex that also includes Anomated area. All drilling operations to date lies “C”, “D”, and the Hoey and Gossan
have been conducted by a First Nations Creek prospects southeast of the Lisle
company and personnel, and the compa-

348500

Just after the drilling program got
started, the work was halted by representatives of the Tahltan nation, the First
Nations group in this region. Their objection was a surprise, because Doubleview
had been drilling on the property in the
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prior two years. Other exploration on the
property, and on other properties to the
west, had been going on for decades,
including drilling. Doubleview uses
Tahltan Drilling Company, which is
owned by Tahltan people. The drilling
and other work was fully permitted by the
province, but the Tahltan were not properly consulted in the process.
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* partial results were reported 3/Feb/2015.
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Zone.
Drilling got underway again in Nov 2016
and by mid-December, 5 holes were
completed. The drilling was directed to
the northern part of the Lisle Zone and
also tested for the ﬁrst time two very
prospective areas of the broad Hat
porphyry corridor: – the western part of
Anomaly E located immediately northeast of the Lisle Zone, and the northwest
edge of Anomaly F, more than 1 km south
of the deposit.
On February 15, Doubleview announced
the ﬁrst results of the recent drilling along
with the balance of the assays for hole 23.

In total, Hole 23 intercepted 515 meters,
beginning at 24 meters, of 0.34% CuEq
(0.18 g/t gold, 0.21% copper and 0.45 g/t
silver). A 278 meter interval from 68 to
346 meters returned 0.32% copper, 0.28
g/t gold and 0.65 g/t silver (0.53% CuEq).
That hole also had sections with elevated
values of molybdenum, zinc and cobalt.
Hole 24 tested a target almost a kilometer
to the northwest, intersecting 136 meters
of 0.18% CuEq, quite encouraging for the
ﬁrst hole into a new target area. Initial
interpretation is that it hit an extension of
the Lisle Zone Anomaly A. Hole 25, another big step-out (where???), did not

intersect signiﬁcant values.
Hole 26, located 75 meters east of hole
23, turned up another long mineralized
interval, with 514 meters at 0.14% copper,
0.19 g/t gold and 0.43 g/t silver, or 0.28%
CuEq. The hole included higher grade
intervals, including 34 meters of 0.63%
CuEq. Assays for another four holes are
pending.

Interpretation
The gold-copper porphyry system
outlined by Doubleview has a footprint of
at least 3 kilometers by 4 kilometers
which exhibits pervasive copper and gold
values, at surface and in drill holes. Alteration, geophysical response, trace
elements, age and other indicators are all
consistent with the alkalic porphyries
that host several large copper-gold
deposits in this region.

There is no question that the system is
large and is capable of hosting large
volumes of mineralized material. The task
now is to understand the mineralizing
system well enough to locate the areas
most likely to contain higher grades.

The results of the drilling to date by
Doubleview compare very favorably to
the earlier results in other large porphyry
systems. As an example, it is useful to look
Within that large system, initial drilling at at a section through the Red Chris deposthe Lisle Zone has already outlined a it to see the variability of the grades
volume of material encompassing a within that system.
potential 100 million tonnes. That zone I have watched the exploration of several
remains wide open, both laterally and to large porphyry systems evolve during my
depth.
career in the mining industry. In my view,

Hat ranks among the most promising at
this stage.
There is considerable evidence that the
Hat system hosts zones with higher
grades:
- The regional geological setting is
permissive of high grades and other
deposits in the region have very high
grades;
- The Hat system is large, spanning several
kilometers, indicating a very robust
system;
- The intensity of alteration, the
geochemical and geophysical aspects all
support the potential for higher grades.
- High grade intervals have already been
identiﬁed within the system, demonstrating that the system had the appropriate
conditions to generate higher grades.
Doubleview has accomplished a tremendous amount with the ﬁrst 30 holes into
what is clearly a very large and well-mineralized system. The grades in several of
the holes are comparable to operating
mines in BC and there is abundant
evidence that the system has higher
grade zones.
This system is evolving like many other
large systems of this nature. The knowledge gained from the work to date
provides an important base for the next
stage. As they learn more about the
geometry of the system, they are getting
closer to reporting results that will move

West Bay Research Report, Lawrence Roulston: Important Copper-Gold Discovery
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Other Projects
Doubleview has other exploration projects in BC. Those projects have considerable potential, and the focus of the company
remains solidly on the Hat Project, but two of them merit a brief mention here.
Red Spring:
The Red Spring copper-silver-gold property, located 120 km north of Smithers, B.C., was discovered in 1972. Copper mineralization occurs within interbedded volcanic, volcaniclastic and sedimentary rocks of the Jurassic age Hazelton Group close to the
eastern edge of the Bowser sedimentary basin. That geological setting hosts other important mineral deposits in that region.
Previous exploration was directed to a dolomitic limestone formation that carries ﬁnely disseminated silver-rich chalcopyrite.
Drilling programs in 1973 outlined a historic “drill indicated reserve” of 4.5 million tonnes grading 0.5% copper and 11.9
grams/ton silver. (Assessment Report #20364,p. 1, 1990, G. Ryznar, P. Eng., quoting from a 1973 internal company report for Canadian Superior Exploration Ltd.)
The historical “drill indicated reserve” cited above is mentioned for historical purposes only and uses terminology not compliant with
current reporting standards. The reliability of these historical estimates is unknown but considered relevant by Doubleview as it
represents a signiﬁcant target for future exploration. The qualiﬁed person has not reviewed all pertinent original documents nor done
suﬃcient work to classify the historical estimate as a current mineral resource and Doubleview is not treating this historical estimate as
a current mineral resource. Historical “drill indicated reserves” are not equivalent to mineral reserves or resources as they are not
supported by at least a preliminary feasibility study. In order to verify this as a current estimate, Doubleview will need to conduct
additional exploration work in the form of diamond drilling to verify the historic data. Details of such work have not been determined.
Mt Milligan North:
The Mt. Milligan North property is located 165 km northwest of Prince George, British Columbia, in proximity to the Mt. Milligan
copper-gold mine. That mine, acquired last year by Centerra Gold (CG-TSX), is expected to produce about 250,000 ounces of gold
and 60 million pounds of copper annually.
Doubleview’s Mt. Milligan North tenure was located on the basis of a geological setting closely analogous to the host environment of most of the Cordilleran porphyry deposits, proximity to Mt. Milligan mine site, presence of alkalic volcanic rocks accompanied by potassic and propylitic alteration, nearby presence of porphyritic monzonitic and other quartz-poor, potassium-rich
intrusions, strong magnetic intensity, weak history of prospecting and geological investigations but extensive database of
regional technical information. While yet at an early stage, it has potential to be another important exploration project for the
company.

Management, Directors and Technical Team
Mr. Shirvani brings to Doubleview a
wealth of experience in mining property
evaluation, exploration and developFarshad Shirvani M.Sc. Geol.
ment. Mr. Shirvani activated Doubleview
Capital Corp in 2011, selected and
President & CEO
acquired the projects and directed the
Mr. Shirvani has a B.Sc. and M.Sc. in geolo- exploration program that led to the
gy from the Shiraz University in Shiraz, discovery of the Hat porphyry.
Iran and has more than 17 years of solid
geological experience in mineral exploration. Mr. Shirvani is the President of Terra- Robert Hall
cad Geoscience Services Ltd. and served Chief Financial Oﬃcer and Director
as a member of the Board of Directors of
several Junior Mining Companies includ- Mr. Hall brings over 11 years’ experience
ing Gold Producer Barkerville Gold Mines in management in both public and
Ltd. (BGM-TSXV) for more than 7 years. private companies to Doubleview Capital
Corp. He was previously a Director of

Management
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Stream Oil and Gas, which is an Albanian
oil and gas producer and was sold to
TransAtlantic Petroleum in November
2014. Prior to Stream, Mr. Hall gained
extensive experience in the operations of
Canadian based hard rock companies,
drilling 120,000 metres in the Great Bear
Magnetic Zone NT, for a junior exploration Company where he has served as a
Director, Oﬃcer and COO. He currently is
President and CEO of Abcana Capital Inc.,
a gold and VMS exploration Company. Mr.
Hall received a Bachelor’s degree in
Education from the University of British
Columbia.
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Bryan Wilson
Director
Mr. Wilson has worked in the ﬁelds of
mining exploration and development for
18 years and ﬁnancial services for 12
years. He has ﬁlled various roles including
a Mining Analyst for C.M. Oliver and Dominick & Dominick Securities Inc. and as a
Corporate Finance Specialist for Thames
Capital. Since Sept. 2008, Mr. Wilson has
served as Director, Exploration Business
Development of Centerra Gold, a company engaged in the acquisition, development and production of gold properties
in Central Asia, the former Soviet Union
and emerging markets. Mr. Wilson is an
oﬃcer and director of several public
mining exploration companies. Mr.
Wilson has a Bachelor of Science degree
from the University of Waterloo.
Andrew Rees
Director
Mr. Rees is currently CEO, President and a
director of Wellstar Energy Corp, an oil
and gas exploration company, and director of Big North Capital Inc. He was a
director of Barkerville Gold Mines Ltd.
where he played an important role in the
ﬁnancing and property acquisitions; and
Lions Gate Energy Inc., a company
engaged in mineral exploration in British
Columbia. Mr. Rees has a Bachelor of
Commerce degree from Royal Roads
University.
Allan Fabbro
Director
Mr. Fabbro currently serves as executive
oﬃcer and/or director of a number of
junior resource companies listed on the
TSX Venture Exchange including, American Consolidated Minerals Corp., Canada
Gold Corporation, Midnight Sun Mining
Corp., and WPC Resources Inc , and
former director of Roxgold Inc. Mr. Fabbro
facilitated the ﬁnancing of Doubleview’s
2012 and 2013 work, including drilling on
the Hat Copper Gold Project.

Technical Team

and discovered Reko Diq porphyry
cluster in Chagai belt western Pakistan
(1996 to 2008). He earned his PhD on
Erik Ostensoe, B.Sc., P. Geo.
porphyry deposits from the University of
British Columbia, and carried out a
Geological Consultant
number of technical reviews and exploraMr. Ostensoe acts as Qualiﬁed Person and tion targeting of porphyry Cu-Au projects
principal geological consultant to for Antofagasta in North America and
Doubleview. He has many years experi- particularly in BC.
ence in mineral exploration in British
Columbia and elsewhere, including early John Buckle, P. Geoph., P. Geo.
stage work at the Valley of Kings and KSM
areas , the Schaft Creek copper-molybdenum deposit of Copper Fox and Teck, and
the Chu molybdenum deposit near
Vanderhoof, B.C. Mr. Ostensoe, along with
Thomas Lisle, acquired the Hat Property
demonstrated its potential and vended it
to Doubleview. He played an important
role in the exploration work that led to
the discovery.

Geological Consultant

Mr. Buckle is Doubleview’s principal
geophysical consultant. He has a long
history of geophysical survey work and
was responsible for the discovery of
several important mineral deposits. He
obtained a B.Sc. degree from the University of Toronto and has served as president of Geophysical Society. Mr. Buckle
has reviewed historic geophysical data of
the Hat property and has provided
guidance and evaluation of more recent
Patrick McAndless, P.Geo, FGC
survey work by Doubleview and continCheif Advisor
ues to advise on all matters of geophysiMr. McAndless has over 44 years in the cal data, surveys and instrumentation.
mining industry primarily exploring for
base and precious metal deposits. Previously, Mr. McAndless served as Vice-Presi- Thomas E. Lisle, P. Eng.
dent Exploration of Imperial Metals Inc. Advisor
and assisted the Imperial Metal’s team in Mr. Lisle was responsible for identifying
discovering key deposits in British Colum- the geologic potential of the Hat Property
bia and Nevada. Other work has included and the nearby properties of Firesteel
managing large scale exploration Resources. He worked in the Sheslay area
projects for various senior and junior of northwestern British Columbia in the
mining companies focusing on porphyry 1970s and discovered the Dick Creek
copper, volcanic massive sulphide, epith- copper property currently being
ermal gold, uranium and diamond explored by Firesteel and Prosper Gold. In
deposits. Mr McAndless is a strong advo- 1993 he, with Erik Ostensoe, staked the
cate for the mining industry and is sought Hat Property and in subsequent years
after as a lecturer to student and industry completed various technical surveys that
audiences. He is active in several commu- conﬁrmed the presence of an important
nity groups and provides valuable porphyry-type environment. He is a
guidance in geological, ﬁnancial and co-vendor of the Hat Property.
logistical matters to industry and interested parties.
Abdul Razique, PhD Geology, P.Geo.
Geological Consultant
Mr. Razique has over 18 years’ of experience in the exploration and mining
industry. He worked with majors including BHP Minerals, Tethyan Copper Co.
(Barrick Gold-Antofagasta Minerals JV)
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Copper Market
The copper market, as with most commodities, is most often viewed by investors on a short-term basis. That focus on the
moment misses the longer term trends, and can be down-right confusing.
Consider some of the headlines from a single issue (January 26, 2017) of Copper News Digest, a weekly summary published by
Mining.com, a unit of the acclaimed Info-Mine.
Curb your copper price enthusiasm – report
"The run-up in base metal prices, particularly after the US Presidential election, may be getting ahead of fundamentals."
Copper price jumps to highest since June 2015
Strike threat at BHP's Escondida in Chile, the world's largest copper mine, lifts price to 19-month high.
Copper price jumps as China imports hit all-time high
Concentrate imports for the full year up 28% to 17 million tonnes.
Copper price is getting crushed
Losses come despite huge drop in the dollar and consensus forecasts point to further declines in 2017.
Copper to be best performing commodity of 2017 — analysts
Experts and industry actors interviewed by MINING.com see prices picking up this year, driven by declining supplies and the
prospect of increased demand coming from construction, electric vehicles and other renewable technologies.
In general, commentary on commodities is focused on the day to day gyrations. It’s like looking at the froth on a glass of beer.
That short-term perspective misses the trends.
Looking longer term, we see that demand for copper is growing stedily.
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The World Copper Factbook 2016

World Re•ned Copper Usage, 1900-2015
Here is what is driving that
growing usage:
• The population of the
planet is growing steadily.
• PLUS, each year, every
person, on average, uses
more copper
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Since 1900, apparent usage for re•ned copper has increased from less than 500 thousand tonnes to 23 million metric tonnes in 2015 as
usage over the period grew by a compound annual growth rate of 3.4% per year.

The World Copper Factbook 2016

World Re•ned Copper Usage* per Capita: 1950-2015
Sources: ICSG and US Census Bureau
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As the demand for copper
grows, mines are steadily
being depleted. The average
life of a copper mine is roughly 20 years, That implies that
the industry must replace 5%
of the total productive capacity each year just to stay even.
In addition, further new
capacity is needed to match
the
steady
growth
in
consumption.
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*Re!ned copper is typically consumed by semis fabricators or the “!rst users” of re!ned copper, including ingot makers, master alloy plants, wire rod
plants, brass mills, alloy wire mills, foundries and foil mills. As a result, per capita consum on of re!ned copper refers to the amount of copper
consumed by industry divided by the total popula
and does not represent consump
of copper in !nished products per person.
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IRR

equivalent to annual p
of 50 large new mines

(100% equity)

18.6

Over the past decade, the industry has processed. New mines must repay capital
done a good job of building new capaci- from lower grade inputs.
ty, in fact leading to a small surplus which - Project ﬁnance: Investors tend to wait
pushed down the metal price.
until the prices rebound before putting
money into new mines.
Looking forward, the question becomes:
Where will the industry ﬁnd new supply?
There is a fundamental principle in
mining: “The cure for low metal prices is
low metal prices.”
Over the past 5 years, with the copper
price declining, the industry cut back on
building new capacity. The growth in
demand caught up to the supply surplus,
so the price is now on an uptrend.
Looking forward, there are severe
constraints to expansion of the industry.
Here are ﬁve of the 14 Constraints on
Copper Supply listed by the International
Copper Study Group:

demand. For decades, new deposits have
come from juniors. If anything, that trend
has strengthened, as the major slashed
exploration budgets in the face of declining revenues.

- Environmental issues: It takes longer Deposits discovered by exploration
companies will continue to be the life
now to permit new mines.
blood of the mining industry. The majors
- Skilled labor shortages: miners, must continue to buy deposits from the
engineers, managers are all becoming juniors to replace depleting mines and to
harder to ﬁnd.
keep up with growing demand.
- Water supply: In Chile and other places,
it is becoming increasingly diﬃcult to
ﬁnd enough water. For some mines, sea
water is desalinated and pumped high
into the mountains, adding to capex
and opex.

It is most likely that the copper price will
continue to be volatile and cyclical.

Another certainty is that the mining
industry will continue to need new
- Declining ore grades: at existing mines, copper deposits to replace depleted
less metal is produced from the tonnes mines and keep up with growing
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Gold Market
Most of the commentary about the gold
market is directed to near-term supply
and demand factors as a basis to forecast
the short term moves in the gold price.
Anyone who has followed the gold
market knows how futile that exercise
can be.
The gold market is driven up and down
daily, or even hourly, by headlines.

Looked at from a longer time frame, the
gold price is up roughly ﬁve-fold from
the beginning of 2000, as measured in
US dollars. Another way to look at it is
that gold has held its value in real terms
while the greenback and every other
currency has plummeted in value. That
trend seems certain to continue.

The gold mining industry produces
about 100 million ounces of gold every
year. It has been a decade since the gold
industry found as many ounces as it
mines.
For decades, most of the discoveries in
the mining industry have been made by
junior exploration companies. The
juniors are purchased by the majors in
order to replenish their constantly
depleting reserves.
Companies that discover good quality
deposits will ﬁnd eager buyers.
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About the Author
Lawrence Roulston is a mining analyst
with over 35 years of diverse hands-on
experience. He recently founded WestBay Capital Advisors, providing
business advisory and capital markets
expertise to the junior and mid-tier
sectors of the mining industry. From
2014-2016 Lawrence was President of
Quintana Resources Capital, which
provided resource advisory services
for US private investors. Before Quintana, he was a mining analyst and
consultant, as well as the editor of
"Resource Opportunities", an independent investment publication focused
on the mining industry. Prior to this,
Lawrence was an analyst or executive

with various companies in the
resources industry, both majors and
juniors. He has graduate-level training in business and holds a B.Sc. in
geology.
Lawrence has had a 30 year involvement in mineral exploration in northwest BC. In 1986, as vice president of
a group of exploration companies, he
was involved in a program in that
region that led to a gold discovery.
Since then, he has revisited the
region numerous times, and been on
the ground on 8 separate projects.
He has written extensively on the
region and the companies working
there.

Lawrence Roulston, Geol.
West Bay Research

Forward Looking Statements, Disclosure of Interest and Cautions:
All statements in this report, other than statements of historical fact should be considered forward-looking statements. Much
of this report is comprised of forward-looking statements. Such statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties
and other factors that may cause actual results or events to diﬀer materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking
statements. There can be no assurance that such statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events
could diﬀer materially from those anticipated in such statements. Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on
forward-looking information. WestBay and the author of this report do not undertake any obligation to update any statements made in this report.
Nothing in this report should be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell any securities mentioned. WestBay, its owners and
Lawrence Roulston, the author of this report, are not registered broker-dealers or ﬁnancial advisors. Before investing in any
securities, investors should consult with their ﬁnancial advisor and/or a registered broker-dealer and/or otherwise do
adequate independent due diligence. An entity aﬃliated with the author of this report was paid a fee by Doubleview, the
company that is the subject of this report.
The author does NOT own shares or other kinds of securities of Doubleview, nor does any person or entity with whom he is
aﬃliated. He or a related entity may initiate a position after the publication of this report. An entity related to the author was
paid a fee for the preparation of this report.or’s views and opinions regarding the company are his own views and are based
on information that he has researched independently and which he has received from the company, which the author
believes to be reliable based on reasonable due diligence. The Company has reviewed the factual portions of this report for
completion and accuracy but has not reviewed the conclusions prior to publication. WestBay and the author of this report do
not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any portion of this report, nor its ﬁtness for any particular purpose.
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